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DERIVATION-~OUNDED GROUPS
*K. Madlener and F. Otto
AB STRAC T. For some problems which are defined by combina-
torial properties good complexity bounds cannot be found
because the combinatorial point of view restricts the set
of solution algorithms. In this paper we present a phenom-
enon of this type with the classical word problem for fin-
itely presented groups. A presentation of a group is caued
En-derivation-bounded (En-d.b.), if a function kEEn ex-
ists which bounds the derivations of the words defining the
unit element. For En-d.b. presentations a pure combinator-
ial En-algorithm for solving the word problem exists. It is
proved that the property of being En-d.b. is an invariant
of finite presentations, but that the degree of complexity
of the pure combinatorial algorithm may be as far as pos-
sible from the degree of complexity of the word problem it-
self.
The complexity of logical theories and of algorithmic problems in algebraic
structures has been object of intensive studies during the last years ([Av],
[Av-Madl], [Can], [Can-Cat}, [Fer-Rae], [Gat], [Madl]). One interesting aspect
in the proofs of good lower and upper bounds is the fact that sorre of these re-
sult were achieved not only by using combinatorial methods but also by using al-
gebraic argunent s . Even more, for some problems which are defined by combinator-
ial properties good complexity bounds carmot be found because the combinatorial
point of view restricts the set of solution algorithms.
In this paper we want to present a phenomenon of this type within the clas-
sical word problem for finitely presented groups ([M-K-SJ).
Le~ Z = {s1, ... ,sm}.be a finite alphabet, ~ = {S1,.~.,sm} a disjoint cony
of Z (si is the formal inverse of s), ~ = Z U Z, and ~ the set of words over
Z. For w = a1 ... a E Z*, a. E Z, let be w-
1 = a ... a1 (s = s), let n = Iwl be- n - L - *n
the length of w, e the empty word, and L c ~ •
The group G given by the presentation <Z;L> can be viewed as the set of e-
qui valence classes of the Thue system
* This research and the participation to the congress was partially supported
by the DAAD.
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T = (~; Iw = e lw E: LUL-1U (S5,5S: s E: E}}),
where u - v if there is a derivation from u to v in T. The set of equivalence
classes forms a group with the operations [uJ·[v] = [uv] and [ur1 = [u-'],[e]
being the unit element.
E is the set of generators, and L is the set of defining relators of this
presentation. If E is finite, <E;L> is a finitely generated (f.g) presentation
of G, and G is called f.g .. If L is finite, too, then <E;L> is a finite presen-
tation of G, .and G is finitely presented (f.p.).
The word problem for the presentation <E;L>of G is the problem of decid-
ing for an arbitrary word w E: E* whether w defines the unit element of G or
not, i. e. the rrerroersh ip to the set Iw E: E* Iw G e l = {w E: E* I there is a de-
ri vation from w to e in T}. It is well known that the complexity of the word
problem for G is independent of the chosen f.g. presentation for G, and we can
speak therefore about the complexity of the word problem for G.
We call an algorithm solving the word problem for <E;L> a natural algorithm
Cn.a.) if for II G e it produces a derivation w = wo -> ••• -> wm= e in the Thue
system T. Of course the length of a produced derivation is a lower bound for
the complexity of an. a ..
From each solution of the word problem for <E;L>we can define a n.a. sim-
ply by generating all derivation in T for the words w with w G e, in some or-
dering.
Somequestio s concerning the n.a. arise. Does the complexity of any n.a.
give information about the complexity of the word problem? Of course, it gives
an upper bound, but does i t give a lower bound in any way, too? Starting with
an algorithm which solves the word problem can we produce a n.a. of the same
complexity? Given Uvopresentations of the same group, what is the rela~io~
between the complexities of natural algorithms in both presentation?
We introduce the concept of derivation bounded presentations to formulate
these questions more precisely and also to give the answers. Let K be any com-
plexity class of word fUIlctions. Wewill restrict ourselves to the Grzegopczyk
classes En which are well known ([WeihJ). A finite presentation <E;L> is called
K-derivation-bounded (K-d.b.) if there is a function k <:: K such that, every
word w e: ~* which defines the unit element of <E;L> can be derived to e in T,
within no more than Ik(w) I steps.
For a K-d.b. presentation there is always a standard n.a . for solving the
word problem. In order to decide for a word w "" ~* whethe. W G e, just produce
all possible derivation in T which start with w, .J£ Iengtl: bounded by Ik(w) I,
and test whether e has been deri~d. 1f K = En (n ~ 3) this is an En-algorithm.
In par .i culn r the word prob ien, fo, An En-d.b. finite presentation is decidable.
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On the other hand if there is a natural Ep-algorithm solving the word problem
for <E;L> then <E;L>is En-d.b ..
Wewill prove the following results.
(a) If a f.g. group has an En-d.b. finite presentation for some n >,- , then
every finite presentation of this group is En-d. b .. So the standard n ,a , is an
En-algorithm for all finite presentations of this group, for n ~ 3.
(b) Every f.g. group Gwith En-decidable word problem (n ~ 3), and hence
any countable group with En-decidable word problem ([Ott]), can be embeddedin-
to a f.p. group having an En-d.b. presentation. This means that a n.a. of the
same complexity can effectively be constructed from an algorithm solving the
word problem for G, but in general for a larger group only. The restriction of
this n.a. solves the word problem for G, but is general it is not a n.a. for G.
·These two facts give the hope th t at least for f.p. En-d.b. groups with
n >,- 3 an optimal n.a. exists. But this hope is disappointed by the following
fact.
(c) For every n ::;.4 there is a f.p. En-but not En_,-d.b. group Ghaving an
E3-decidable wurd problem. So Ghas no natural ~_,-algorithm for solving the
word problem although there is an E3-algoritlu!l for solving it. 'Thus the conplex-
ity of any n.a. maybe as far as possible from the complexity of the word prob-
lem. These results show that combinatorlal properties of a Thue system are not
sufficient to prove good complexity bounds for the word problem. Similar re-
sul ts can be proved for semigroups .
Since there is a f.p. group with E3-decidable word problem such that none
of its finite presentations allows a natural E3-algorithm, tlle following que'S-
tion seems to be natural: is there an infinite "easy" presentation of this
group for which a natural E3-algorithm exists?
Of course one could take all relators of the group as defining relators of
a presentation, which then trivial~y is Eo-d.b., since each derivation is of
'length 'l . But such a presentation is not "easy" because the full complexity of
the word problem is contained in the defining relators and so in the presenta-
tion. Let an easy presentation of a group be one for which the set of defining
relators is E,-decidable. Then we have:
(d) Every f.g. group Gwith En-decidable word problem (n >, 3) has a f.g.
presentation with an E,-decidable set of defining relators which al ows a nat-
ural En-algrrirhm for solving the word problem.
Similar questions may~e posed for finitely axiomatized (f.a.) theories.
Are natural decision aIgcr i.tluns for f .a . theories optimal, or are there easily
decidable theories for which the optima. proofs in any finite axi omati.zat ion
are too long?
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1. En-DERIVATION-BOUNDED GROUPS.
1.1. DEFINITION. Let G = <l:;L> be a group, and let w e:l:* be such that
W G e.
a) A deY'ivation from W is a sequence of words w = wo,w1"" ,wk =' e from l:*
such that wi+' is fonred by insertion of a word u between any consecutive sym-
bols of wi' or before wi' or after wi' or by deletion of a word u if it forms
a block of consecutive symbols of W" In both cases u must be a member of
-1 - - -, 1 -'1 -,LUL U{ss,ss: s E l:}. Here L is defined as {w WE L}, where e =' e,
-1 - -, - -, -1 . . . *(ws ) =' sw ,(ws) =' sw ,and =' denotes the ident i ty of the free nono id ~ .
k is the length of this derivation.
b) Let be n ~ 1, <l:;L> is En-deY'ivation-bounded (En-d.b.) if there is a
function kEEn (~) satisfying for all w E l:*: w G e implies that there is a
derivation from w of length ~ Ik(w) I, where I I denotes the length of a word,
i.e. the number of letters. Then k is called an En-bound for <l:;L>.
Of course a natural algorithm for solving the word problem exists for a
finite En-d.b. presentation.
1.2. LEMMA. Let n ~.', and k e: En(n be such that k(e) :: e. Then there
.1-8 a monotonous function k,EEn(~) satisfying: Ik,(u)I+lk,(v)1 ~ Ik,(uv)I and
Ik(w) I ~ Ik,(w) I for' all u,v,w E ~*.
*PIWo6. n = 'l . Let k e: E,(l:) with k(e) =' E:. Then 3c ~ , Vw ~ ~ (Ik(w) I ~
CIh'I). Define k, by k,(w) =' wC, then k,EE,(~), k, is monotonous, and Ik(w)1 ~
* *Ikj(w)1 foreverywe:l:. Letu,ve:l: then Ik,(u)I+lk,(v)! =clul+clvl =
c iuv] = Ik1(uv) I. n >, 2. Let k e: En(n with k(e) =' e. Then there is a mono-
tOIlOLiSfunction k ' E:En(~) satisfying Ik(w) I ~ Ik'(",) I and k'(e) =: e. Define
k,(e) =: e, k,(ws) =: vk(k,(w),k'(ws)), where the function vke::E,(~) denotes the
concatenation of two words. Then
)1, )1r
k1(Si, .. Sir)
r )1,)l"
= 8 k' (s' s·J)- j=' 1'" 1j
and therefore Ik,(w)1 ~ Iwl·lk'(w)l; since k' is monotonous and n?- 2, k,e:En(n
k, is also monotonous, and k, a bound for k. Now,
lui Ivl
Ik,(u)1 + Ik,(v)1 = .I,lk'(sJ)1 + j~,lk,(sj)1
lu[ . Ivl)- . luv[ ..".r Ik'(sJ)1 +J. Ik'(usJ)I J.L_.,lk'(sJ)! Ik,(uv)l.
J =, J~'
TIlis proves Lemma'.2.
1.3. REMARK. If k is an En-bound it may be assUIred that keel =: e. But
then because of '.2 it may be assUIred that k is T,Dnotonous and satisfies
Ik(u) I + [k(v) I ~ Ik(uv)[.
Nowwe give an example of an Eo-d.b. presentation.
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1.4. LEMMA. F ~ <1:;0 >, the free group generated by 1:, is E -d.b.o
PJtoo6· De f ine k(w) =: w, then k EO Eo(n. Now let WE: 1:* such that w Fe.
Thi s ne ans Yfew) =: e, where Yf denotes the funct ion calculating the free reduc-
tion. But the execution of the free reduction gives a derivation from w of
length !;;Iwl. So k is an E -bound for <1:;0>.o
The following three propositions give technics to construct En-d. b. presen-
tations of groups from given En-d.b. presentations, such that the groups de-
fined by the given presentations are embedded into the groups defined by the
constructed presentations.
'.5. PROPOSITION. Let H, ~ <1:,;L,> and HZ ~ <1:Z;LZ>be groups such that
<1:,;L,> and <1:Z;LZ> are En-d.b. [or some n ~ Z. Then
a) the presentation <1:, U1:Z;L"LZ>of H,*HZ is En-d.b., and
b) the presentation <1:, U1:Z;L"LZ,abiib: a E 1:"b E 1:z> of H,xHZ is En-d.b.
P!LOo6. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that 1:, and 1:Z are dis-
joint alphabets .. Let k, E En(~') and kZ E: En(~Z) be En-b0W;ds for <1:1;L,> and
<1:Z;LZ>' respe ct i.ve l.y , and let w =: uovou,v,oo .u,v" ui "" ~" vi EO ~, , where
u. and v. are the syllables of w.
1 1
a) w ~ e in H,*HZ' Then there is an i E {D, ... ,'} such that e t ui H, e or
e t vi H e. So within no more than Ik,(ui)l, respectively IkZ(vi) I , steps w
can be d~rived to a word w' containing less syllables than w. Hence there is a
derivation from w of length
u ~ IkiolT~,(w) I+IkzOIT~z(w) I,
*where lT1=iEO E, (~, U~Z) denotes the projection onto ~i'
Def'ine for s E:~, U~Z' Us(w) ~ slwl,which is an E,-function. Let k(w) ~
vk(k1oUa,(w) ,kz°ut,(w)) for SOITl8 a, E 1:" b, E 1:Z' Then k E En(~' U~Z) with
Ik(w)1 ~ Ik,oUa,(w) 1+lkz°l!t,(w) I ~ Ik,oIT~,(w)I+lkZOIT~z(w)1
since IIT~,(w)1 ~ Iwl ~ Iua,(w)I and IIT~Z(w)1 '" Iwl ~ IUb,(w)l. Hence k is an
En-bound for <~, U~Z; L, ,LZ>'
b) w ~ e in H,xHZ' nlenW~IT~,(w)IT1=Z(w) in~xHZ,IT0,(w)H,e, and ITl;Z(w) HZe.
There is a derivation from IT0,(w) of length not exceeding Ik,oIT~,(w) I in
<1: 'L > and there is a derivation from IT1:Z(w)of length not exceeding" , , -
Ik,OIT1:Z(w)I in <~Z;LZ>' w can be derived to IT~,(w)IT~Z(w) by sequences of the
form ba T abiibba"2 abo Therefore IT~,(w)IT0Z(w) can be derived from w within no
more than 3IIT1:,(w) 1° 1IT1:Z(w)I steps. De I'ine VK(w,e) =: e, VK(w,us) =: vk(VK(w,u),w)
Then
VK(w,u) =: wlul and VK EEZ(0, U(;Z)'
Now let k(w) =: vk((VK(w,w))3, vk(k,oUa,(w) ,kz°ut,(w))). Since n) Z,
kEEn (~, U0Z) and
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1k(w) 1 ~ 31w12+1k1 on);1(w) 1+1k2 °n);2 (w) 1 ) 31n);1 (w) /-In);2 (w) Hk1 on);1(w) I+Ik2on~2(wl
Hence k is an En-bound for <l:, Ul:2;L,L2,abab: a e: l:"b e: l:2>'
'.6. PROPOS ITION. Let H = <l:;L> be En-d.b. for some n 'l3.
a) If H* = <H,t;tu.tv~l: i = ', .•• t> is an HNN-extension of H with rewriting
1 1
functions Wu for <u1' ... ,ut>H and Wv for <v1, ... ,vt>H bounded by polynomiaZs,then
the given presentation of H* is En-d.b.
b) IfH* = <",t1, ... ,tk;t.u .. t.v~': j = l ,...,t., i = l ,... ,k> is an HNN-exten-
1 1) 1 1) 1
sian of II with rewriting functions wUi for <ui1, ... ,Uit.>H and Wvi for
<vi 1' ... , vit. >1I' i = 1, ... .k , bounded by po lynomia l e, t~en the given presenta-
tion of ,,* i~ En-d.b. (See [Lyn-Sch] for the definition of HNN-extension).
Pnoo6. As part (b) is nothing else than a finite iteration of part (a) it
suffices to prove part (a).
*refine '11: U = <u" ... ,Ut>H -+ V = <v1, ... ,Vt>H as follows: If w e: l: nu,A E" A E" .-
then w H W (w) =: n u). Let :few) =: . n Vi~. De fine If:v -+ U analogously. Now ':f
_ U j =1 1) )=1 ) *
and 'f realize the isomorphisms used for constructing the HNN-extension H of H.
Wu and ware bounded by polynomials, and so are 'f and '9. Therefore c ) 1 andv *d) 2 can be chosen in such a way that for all w e: l: , Iw (w)l, Iw (w)l,
_ d u v
1':I'(w)I, I"'(w) I ::.clwl are valid.
refine fCc) =: e, f(ws) =: f(w)s, s e: L
{
U'f(V) if few) =: utv, v e: l:*n u
f(wt) -
few) t otherwise
_= {Uf(V)_ if few) =: utv, ve: l:*n V
f(wt)
f(w)t otherwise.
According to [Av-Madl] 3.2, p.94, f is a t-reduction function for H* satisfy-
ing
\Jw e: (l: U{t I) * Ifew) 1 -.!i; 22Cdlwl.
*Let kH e: En(~) be an En-bound for <l:;L>, and let be w e: G e:{~}) such
that w u* e. Then few) e: ~* and few) He, few) results from w by pinching out
~Iwlt t-pinches, and subsequently few) can be derived to e in <l:;L> within no
more than Ik"Of(w) 1 steps. Let
~1 ~k *
w =: wot w1··t wk' wo,.·,wke:~, ~l""'~ke:{±l}
and
~i ~i+1
t w.t
1
be the lefmost t-pinch contained in w.
~i -1
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- (3)
Woo,wi_1twu(wi)twi+1' ,wk ~
lJi-1 lJi+2
wo.. t wi-1 (wi)wi+1t .. wk =. w'
ad (1), !Wu(wi) I trivial relators are inserted.
ad (2), Wi(wu(W))-l He, and so w.(w -.»:' can be derived to e in <l::-L>1 1 u 1 '
within at most IkH(wi(wu(wi))- I steps.
ad (3), /wu(wi)lu = the nunber of generators u1, ... ,u.e in wu(wi). Now (3)
can be realized by Iwu(wi) lu steps of the following kind:
(a) Insertion of tt.
(b) Insertion of vj1Vj by using trivial relators.
(c) DeIet i.on of tu.tv:1
J J
Hence within at most
m1 = Iw (w·)!+lkH(w.(w (w.))-l)I+lw (w·)1 '(2+ max lv.l)u 1 i : U 1 U 1 U j = 1, .. ,.e J
steps the first t-pinch of w can be pinched out.
m1 ~ Iw (w·)I·{3+ max Iv·I}+ kH(w.( (w.))-l)1 -' lTlzu 1 j =1, .. ,.e J 1 U 1
since
Iw (w·)1 ~!w (w·)I.u 1 u U 1
IJ. = 1
1
ad (1), Iw (w·)1 trivial relators are inserted.
v 1 -1 -1
ad (2), w.(w (w.)) H=e, and so w.(w (w.)) can be derived to e in <L;L>
1 v 1 -1 1 v 1
within no more than IkH(w. ((ll (w.)) ) I steps.
• 1 v 1
ad (3), by Iw (wi) I steps of the following kind (3) can be realized:v v
(a) Insertion of tu: 1ttu.t by using trivial relators.
. _J -1 J - -1 -1 -
(b) IeIe t ion of v .tu. t (::(tu.tv.) ) and of tt.
J J J J
In this way u.t. is derived from tv.. Hence within at most
J J
m; = Iw (w.)!+lkH(w.(w (w.)f1)l+Iw (w·)1 '(4+ max lu·l)
VII V 1 V 1 V j =1, .. ,.e J
steps the first t-pinch of w can be pinched out.
m; ~ Iw (w·)I·{s+ max lu.IHkH(w.(w.(w.))-l)1 -' m;v 1 j= 1,... ,.e J 1 1 1
since
Iw (w·)1 'Iw (w.)!.v 1 V V 1
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Let A = . max { 1 u . I , Iv.j l, and a E L Now the first t-pinch of w can be pinch-
J=l, .. ,£ J d J (c+l) Iwld ,
ed out in at most clwl o{5+A}+lkH(a ) 1 steps. Let wi be the word formed
by p inch irig out the first it-pinches of w.
dZi-1 di
l\SSEHTION. Let iE {l,Z, ... ,~lwlt}' Then Ih'il <: (c+l) Iwl, and wi
,"cOL be deri »ed fPOrnwi -1 wi thin mi steps where rni. satisfies
, dZi-1 di (c+l)dZ1-1 d1
'\ <: (5+A)o(c+l) Iwl +!kH(a I\vl )1·
P~"o6. By induction on i.
1: hi = w ", then HI = l,vl-I,\!-Z+I':f)l(wi)I
d d d d d<: Iwi +c I '\ I <: I" I +c Iw I <: (c +1) IwI <: ( c+ 1) !wi .
m; ~ cHd(5+A)+!k
H
(a(C+l) IWld) I ~ (5+A) (c+l)dlwld+ kH(a(C+l)dlw1d) I.
,
j-, i+ 1: wj +1 is famed from w: by pinching out a t-pinch, then1
, I d ' dIw'll <: Iw . I+c IH. I <: (c+ 1) IH· I1+ 1 1 1
dZi-1 di d dZi+l di+1< (c+ 1) • {( c+ 1) I "J I } = (c+ 1) IHI
" (c+l)dZi+lIHldi+l,
and
l.c t \,'+ I)~ h Th + 'v the word formed by pinching out all t-pinc es of w. en W = 1\lwlt'
and hence
'l11e derivation from w to H+ can be perfonred wi th in
+ Y, IHit \; Iwit Z· 1 . () dZi - 1 I Idi
rn = L m: '" L {(5+A) (c+l)d 1- Hd1+ kH(a c+l w) I}
i= J 1 i=l I I
'" y,lwlto{5+A)(C+l)dlwlwdlwl+lkH(a((c+1) Iwl)d W ) I}
s tcps . }\t last, \/ is derived to e in <L: ;L> within at most
Ikll(w+) I ~ Ikll(aCCC+l) Iwl)dIHI) I steps.
*Ilence there is a derivation from IV in the given presentation of H of length
not exceeding I I
+ + I I dlwl I CCc+l) IHI)d W1I\, = m +lkll(w)1 '" Iwl{(5+A)((c+a) w) + kH(a )Il.
_ dlwl _ c+l
Ilefine d1 (IV) = ;1 , dZ (w) = VK(H,a ), and
d3(w,e) = a, d3(IY,us) = VK(d3(w,u) ,H).
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Then dl EE3(~U{!}), dZ EEz(~U{!}), d3 e:E3(~U{t}), dZ(w);: w
C+l
Idz(w) I - (c+1) [w}, and d3(w,u) =: alwllul. d4(w) =: d3(dZ(w) ,dl (w)) is a
function from E3(~ U{t}) satisfying
d ( ) = CCc+l) Iwl)dlwl4 w - a
and k(w) =: VK(vk(VK(d4(w),a
5+A), kHOd4(w)),w) is from En(~ U{t}) satisfying:
Ik(w) I = Iwl {(5+A) ((c+l) Iwl)d1wl+ kH(aCCc+l) Iwl)d
1wl
) I}
*Hence k is an En-bound for the given presentation of H . Thus this presentation
is En-d.b.
1.7. PROPOSITION. The H = <L;L> be En-b.d. for some n ~ Z. If H*
<H,t; tuituil : i = 1, ... ,f> is an HNN-extension of H with the identity as isomor-
phism and with a rewriting function W E En(~) for <ul, ... ,u.e.>H' then the gi"~n
*presentation of H is En-d.b.
PJWo6. refine fee) =: e, f(ws) =: f(w)s, s E L,
{
uv if few) =: uiYv, v E ~* n <ul'··· ,uO.>Hf(wtlJ) =: -<.
f(w)tlJ othe rwi se
* *f is at-reduction fuction for H satisfying If(w) I ~ Iwl. Let w E (~U{t})
*with w H* e. Then few) e: ~ and few) Ii e. Therefore w can be derived to e by
first pinching out all the t-p inches of w and thereafter deriving the resulting
word to e in <L;L>. wee) =: e may be assumed. Then according to Lemma 1.Z there
is a monotonous function Wz E En(~) satisfying Iw(w) I ~ Iwz(w) I and*Iwz(u) I+IwZ(v) I ~ Iwz(uv) I for every w,u,v e: ~ .
lJl u
Let kH E F (L) be an E -bound for <L;L>, and let w E w t .. t rw ,n - nor
* {z l ] . h = . h . ch tlJi tlJi+lwo, .. ,wre:~,lJl, ... ,lJrE± ,WIt wH*e contatn t.ne rt-pm Wi .
This t.-pi.nch can be pinched out by the following sequence of operations:
_ u1 P~ Pi +1 ( 1)
w = wot wl .. wi_lt it wi+l··wr-"----'-+
lJi -1 lJi+l (Z)
wo··wi_lt wi(w(wi)) w(wi)t wi+1' .wr-"----'-+
Pi lJi +1 (3)
wo··wi_lt w(wi)t wi+l··wr ~
lJi-1 lJi+Z (4)
wo··t wi_lw(wi)wi+lt .. wr ~
Jli-l -1 Pi+Z (5)
W .. t w. lW'(w(w.)) w(w.)w·+1t .. w ~o 1- 1 1 1 1 r
lJi-l lJi+Z _ ,
wo.. t wi_1wiwi+1t "wr = : w .
ad (1), Iw(w.) I trivial relators are inserted.
1
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-1 - -1ad (2), w , (w(w.)) H-e, and hence w . (w(w.)) can be derived to e in <l:;1>
1 1 -1 1 1
within at nest IkH(w. (w(w.)) ) I steps.
1 1
ad (3), Iw(wi)lu steps of the following fonn:
11· = -1: (a) Insertion of tu~luit by using trivial relators'
1 J .
(b) De Iet i on of tu. tu: 1
_ J J_
In this way u.t is derived from tu ..
J J
Ili = 1: (a) Insertion of tu~lttu.t by using trivial relators
.. _J_1 J - -1 -1 -(b) ~letlon of u.tu. t (=(tu.tu.) ) and of tt:
J J J J
tu· + tu.tu~lttu.t + ttu.t + u.t.
J J J J J J
ad (4), w , (w(w.))-l can be derived from e by inverting the derivation of
1 1
(2) .
ad (5), Iw(wi) I trivial relators are deleted.
lienee the t -pinch of I' can be pinched out wi thin
m' ~ Iw(w.)I+IJ~,(w.(w(w.))-l)I+lw(w·)1 '(4+·_1
max lu·l)
1 n 1 1 1 U J-, ... ,.e. J
+ [kH(w(w(w.))-ll+!w(w.)1 < Iw(w·)I·(6+._m1ax olu.j)+2IkH(w.(w(W.))-1)I1 1 1 1 J- , .. ,.... J 1 1
steps, since Iw(w.)1 ~ Iw(w·)I. Let A=. max luJ.!.Then
1 u 1 J=l, .. ,.[
m' ~ IW(I'i) I (6+A)+2IkH(wi( (wi))-l) I < 2IkH(wiw2(wi))!+C6+A)lwz(wi)l,
since IW(I\)I = Iw(wi)-11 ~ Iw2(wi)l, and \1 being monotonous
.( 2IkH(alwl+!w2(alwl) 1)+(6+A) Iw2(a
1wl) ,
since II'll ~ 1\,1, and kH and Wz being monotonous.
~Iwlt t-pinches must be pinched out. Of course Iw' 1 ~ Iwl. Hence w can be
* * *de ri ved to few) in the given presentation of H wi thin m steps where m satis-
fies:
m* -c ;,lwlt·(zlkH(alwl+lwz(alwl) I) 1+ (6+A) Iwz(a1wl) I}
~ IwIClkH(alwl+!w2(alwl) I) 1+(3+A) Iwz(a1wl) IL
few) is derived to e in <L;L> within at most m < IkHof(w) I < IkH(a1wl) I steps,
as Ifew) I < Ii'll and kH being nonotonous . Hence w can be derived to e in the
*gi ven presentation of H wi thin m steps where m satisfies:
I '
m = m*+m<lwlllkH()wHwz(a WI)I)I+(3+A)lwz(alwl)IHkH(alwl)l.
De f ine
k(w) = vk(VK(vk(kHovk(Ua(w),UaOwZoUa(w)), VK(wZoUa(w),a3+A)) ,w) ,kHoUa(w)).
Then k E:En(~ U It}) and k satisfies:
1k (w) 1 = [w I II kH(a [w 1+ IWz(a II'll) I) 1+( 3+A) IW2(a 1I'll) I}+ kH(a!w I) I .
*Therefore k is an En-bound for the given presentation of H , which is En-d.b.
herewi th.
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2. AN IMBEDDING INTO DERIVATION-BOUNDED GROUPS.
The proposition in Sec. 1 give examples of embeddings of d.b. groups into
d.b. groups. But now the question arises whether a group possessing no En-d. b.
presentation can be cambedded into a En-d. b. group. The answer to this question
is given by the next theorem and its corollary.
2.1. THEOREM.Let G = <E; L> be f.g. with WPG EO En(~), i. e. the word prob-
lem for the given presentation <l:;L> of G is En-decidable, for some n ~ 3. Then
there is a finite En-d.b. presentation <6;M>of a group H such that G can be
embedded in H.
PIWo6. Starting with <l:;L> we construct <6;M>in a few mnnber of steps. Let
A * ,., A /"0. "...
L = {w E: ~ 11'1 G e}, and G = <l:;L>. Then G is f. g., WPG EEn (D, G ;:; G, via the
identity mapping, and for each word 1'1 E ~* with \{ C e there is a derivation of
length 1 in <l:;L>, because 1'1 = e in G implies 1'1EL.
Let ~ = {S Is E: l:} be a copy of l: satisfying ~ n ~ 0, l: = l: U~, and let
* * _ r 0* "..,
~: ~ ->- l:o be defined by 'f(s) = s, '9(s) = S. Let Lo eWE: Lol3U e: L:'f(u) =: w}
and Go = <l:o;Lo>, then Go is f.g., WPGae: En(~o)' Go;:; G via v , the defin~g .
relators of Go do contain only positive letters, and for every word 1'1 e: ~o with
1'1 r,e there is a derivation of length ~ zlwi +1 in <l: ;L >, because at first all
"0 0 0
letters of the form 5 (s EO l:) contained in 1'1 must be substituted by s by rreans
of the derivation 5 ->- 5SS ->- 5, then all the letters of the form ~ (s e: f) con-
tained in 1'1 must be substituted by s by ne ans of the derivation 5 .... SSS ->- S,
*as ss,ss E: Lo' and at last the produced word 1'1' e: l:o can be deleted in one
step.
*Lo is an En-deci.dab le subset of l:o' Hence there is a Turing Machine T =
(l:o,Qy,qo'S), where Qy is a finite set of states, qo e: Or is the initial state
of T, and S is the transition function of T, and a function g e: En(l:o) such
that T computes the characteristic function of the set Lo and g is a time bound
,for T.
NowT can be nodi.f ied to get a Turing Machine ']. = (~0,QT,qo,8), where fo
is a finite alphabet including l:o' satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) There is a special state qa E: QT called the accepting state such that
starting at qow, T eventually reaches the state qa if and only if
wILL.o _ *
(2) There is a function kT e:: En EO (l:o UQi) satisfying for all u, v E l:o'
qj e:: Q.:r: starting at the configuration uqj'" T halts within IkT(ugjv)1
steps if T reaches the accepting states qa afeter all.
Especially it is E -decidable whether starting at uqJ' v, T eventuallyn _
reaches "the state qa' For that T works as follows:
Start:
t
tire: 0(n)
TIle tape is divided into four tracks. The input is copied onto track N~ 1. Below
the leftmost letter of the copied input a "1" is printed onto track N~ 4.
Loop: j w tb b... bI-.~--ri "'-'::-'-1 "'1 I"--b-. .- - - - - - - --
---.".----'
j
time:O(max] [w I .jI)
~ 1.. ..~
j
Track N~ 1 is copied
If a letter a E L -La 0
the inscription of track N~ 4, T halts at the state q_, a nonaccepting state.
Ot.he rw ise T simulates T starting at q w on its track N~ 2. Ahead of each stepo
of this simulation a "1" is erased from track N~ 3. If T halts and accepts,
then T halts at state q . If T halts without accepting, then T halts at statea
Ci_. If the whoIe inscription of track N~ 3 is erased before reaching the end
of the computation of T, then T breaks off the simulation of T, cleans track
N~ 2, adds a "1" to the inscription of track N~4, and starts the loop again.
For carrying out this computation, T needs two additional tracks as scratch
paper co note the direction of the beginning of the inscription of track N~ 1,
and wi th it the beginning of the inscriptions of tracks N~ 3 and N~ 4, and the
direction in which the actual cell of track N~ 2 is situated in relation to the
onto track N~ 2, and track N~ 4 is copied onto track N~ 3.
is contained in w , or if a letter a t 1 is contained in
posi tion of the head of T.
Nowthe following is satisfied: for w E L starting at q w, T halts and, _ 0 0
accepts. lienee starting at qo'w T reaches the state qa' On the other hand if
starting at q w, l' reaches the state q , then w E L*, and T halts and acceptso a 0
s tur t ing at qow, i.e. w E Lo'
*Illith the input w E L
O
' T does not carry out more than Ig(w) I steps, T si-
mulates T step by step. Each step of this simulation takes T at JOOst0 (t g(w) I)
steps, for 'Y2Jl1usterase a "1" from track N~ 3. Altogether, T simulates I~t) Ii
o (I g(l") I ) steps of T.
lienee 'l' needs 0( 1 g(I") 13) steps to carry through the simulation of T with
input w. If f is started at an arbitrary configuration uq.v, it simulates T
J
sta r t ing at a configuration depending on uq ,v on track N~ 2 for as many steps
as the inscription of track N~ 3 tells. Thi~ takes no more than D(luvl2) steps .
.\ftc rw.i rds T simulates T, starting at a well defined initial configuration qow,
*if W E LO'
(io UQT)
where w is the inscription of track N9 1 of the configuration uq·v,
~ J
Otherwise T halts at state q . As n ~ 3 there is a function kz E E- T n
satisfying condition (Z).
According to [Av-Madl], p.89, a semigroup ~t = (SUQ;~) where S
Q = QT U{q}, and
can be
(3)
(4)
*rr = {FiqilGi = Hiqililqil'qiZEQ, Fi,Gi,Hi,Ki E S, i=l, ... ,N}
constructed from T, satisfying:
-*\JWELO (hgowh K- q<=>w ELo)'
T
If Uqjv = q, then there is a derivation from uqjv to q in ~t of length
not exceeding ZlkT(Ul·V) 1+luqjvl, because it may be assumed that kt is
non-decreasing ([Weih]).
* ithLet U,VE S WI uqjV E q. Then Ul·V = q, or u = hu', v = v'h, q. t q ,
_ T J J -
and starting at u'q.v', T reaches the accepting state q . But for doing so, T
J a
does not need more than IL(u'q.v') I steps. Hence uq.v = hu'q.v'h can be derived--1' J J ~
to huq vh in ~T-within at most IkT-(u'q.v') I steps. Of course \uvl < lu'v'l+a _ J
1~(u'qjV') I, since T can increase the length of its tape inscription by at most
one per step. It takes ~T 1uvl steps to derive hqah from hlqa Vh by erasing uv;
hq h can be derived to q within one step. Hence ~T- can derive q from uq.v within
a J
at most
ZlkT(uqjv) 1+lu'v' 1+1 ~ Zlkj(uqjv) 1+IUljVI steps.
Def'ine k~ (w) = vk(vk(ki'(w) ,kj(w)) ,w). Then k~ E En(S UQ), and k~ bounds the
derivation of words W E (S U Q) * with w t:- q to q in ~T'
. f· T dNow a BrItton tower 0 groups IS constructe :
<x;0>
Z<x,S;sxs = x (s E S»
<D1,Q;0>
<DZ,r;r.P.ql· lG.r. = A.qiZk. ,r.sxr. sx(s E S, i 1, ... ,N» where11 11 1 11 1
~il"SinJ =Sil··Sim
<D3' t;txt = x, t rt = r(r E R»
<D4,k;kxk = x,krk = r(r E R) ,kqtqk = qtq>. -1 - -
_ <D-,t ,k;t = (hq) t(hgo),ko = hkh>~ 000 0
'" <D t k . (hq t Q h)a(hq t q- h) = a, (iik h)a(hkoh) = a(a {x} LJ R) ,
- 3' 0' 0' '0 0'0 0 0 0 0
(iikoh) ghqotoqgg(hkoh)= qhC\otoCtahq> =: <S6;Mti> = D6
L' = Is ' Is E L} ': L * -+ L ,,* is de .incd by (sl') , = s' 11,o 0' -0 -0
(511)' = 5,11 L' = {w c::l:'*13u EL : u' = wl , and G' = <l:';L'>., 0 0 0 0 0
Then G' = Go via I •
, ' ,
H
o
,. D xG' = <S6 Ul: ;~~,L ,as' = s'a(aE:S6,s'e:Lo»6 0 0 _.--
H
1
<H di dss l d = s dk sk d = k sk (s e:l: ) ,dt d = to,dkotokod = k()toko>0' , , 0 0 0 0 0 0
HZ = <H1,z;isz s,i~oskoz
1:1= S6UL:~U{d,zl.
Le t M be the set of defining relators of the given presentation of HZ and
M = M-(L~-{s'S' ,5'5' Is' e= L:'}) where L:' 0:)' c L:~
k sk (se::L: ),zt zo 0 0 0 t d, zk t k zo 0 0 0
RHIARK. \is e::L:(ss,ss e=L) ~ \is e= L:(ss,ss e:: L ) =i> \is' e:: L:' (5'5' ,5'5' e:: L')o 0
p. 184 I Avenhaus and Madlener prove:
It remains to shohi that <L:;M>is
Let H = <1:1;M>. In [Av-Madl ] Satz 1.1,
II is Lp., \\'PHE: En(il), and G embeds in H.
En-d.h.
Acco rdi ng to rOttJ§15,pp.156-173, the fo l l owi.ng assertions are valid:
Uo is Eo-d.b.
D1,I1Z,D" and 1)4 are c3-d.b.
1\ is cn-cl.h.
lo r proving these assertions propositions 1.4 until 1.7 are used. At the last
ra rt one )1;15 to cons t ruct a rewri ting func t ion w e= En ({~) U§ UQ U8), for
<X,cltq, 1<>11.)'Aft e r that I proposition 1.7 can be applied. Analogously there is
an [ -rcwr i t ina function for <hxh,hrh,hqhq t q hqh> in D4' = <D3,t ;(l1q £ q h)'n 000 0 000
;,J(l1Qoto(loh)=a (a e:: {x} UR» where D~ is E3-d,b. just like D4. Hence D6 is
En- d .b . I too.
PJtOOA. ;1) Let 101' e::L' = L' -{s's' 5'5' Is' e: L:'} and w
o 0 -1 I _ -1 '
Then hq 100h~_ q, and hence k (hi t w) D- (hi t hi)k , due
o Dr 0 0 6 0 0
\01' e= r.~ <;; L~ =i> IV' I-IZe =i> w ' He, since 1-1 ::; HZ via the identity.
he deri ved to c in <1:1; ~I> as fo l Iows :
IV' ill IV - 1 t loJ',v- 1t IVloI' dd E2.. w - 1£ ww - \ dwd ill
o 0 0 0
1V-1£ hiZlv-1t wzd illw-1£ wzk w-\ wk zd.0l.o 0 0 0 0 0
W - 1t \V~101-1t wk dd 1&hi- 1£ ww -1 t wdd ill e .
o 0 0 0 0 0
=: (hi,)('-1)e=L <;;L:*.o 0
to [Av-Madl], p.185.
Now w' can
ad (1) I zl\Vl+Z trivial relators are inserted.
(lJ (Z), by using the commutation relators of H wand IV' Gill be mixed with-
? 0
in :It most .')1,,' 1~ steps:
ww'
I , ,
+ SilsilsiZSiZ··Si\si\
.\ Ctcr that:
[Insertion of \ = 1"'1 trivial relators)
+ d5jlSiZ' .si\ = dw
- ,-
(Ilbertion oC Sj ·:;i· :Uld Jcletion of dSj ,si·dsi·)'
J J J J J
1:1J,.l'naltogether this deriv;ltion doesn't need more than 31w1Z+31wl steps.
-1 --
ad (3), 101todw:= SiA' .Siltodsil"siA
....(Z5iAZ) (ZSiAZSi,,)··(ZSilz) (ZSilzSi 1)(todztoz) (ztoz)
(si1z5i1z)(ZSi1z) ..(siAZSiAz) (ZSiAz)
(Insertion of 611011+3trivial relators),
....ZSiAZ, .ZSilzztozZSilz"ZSiAZ
(Deletion of 211011+1relators of the form ZSi.Z5i"Si.Z5i.z,t dzt z),-1 J J J J 0 0
.... zw t wzo
(Deletion of 211011trivial relators).
AItogether (3) needs at most 1101101+4 steps.
-1 -1 - -1- --1
ad (4), 101 tow ....(101towkow towko) (kow towko)
(Insertion of 211011+3trivial relators).
-1 - -1-Let k6 e:: En(§6) be an En-bolD1d for <S6;~>' Then w towkow towko can be de
rived to e in <S6;~> within at most Ik6(w-ltowkow-ltowko) I = Ik6(x4Iwl+4) I
steps. Hence;
-1 - -1- - -1 - -1(w towkow towko) (kow towko) ....kow towko in <I: ;M>
within at most Ik6(x4Iwl+4) I steps, and (4) can be carried out within not more
than Ik6(x4Iwl+4) 1+2Iwl+3 steps.
-- -1 -- - -
ad (5), zkow towkoz:= zkosiA··Siltosil· .siAkoz
....(k05iAko) (koSiAkozkoSiAkoz) (koSiA_lko) (koSiA_lkozkoSiA_1KoZ) ..
(zk t k zdk t k )(k t k d) (zk Silk zk Silk)000 000 000 000 0
(koSilko) (ZkoSi2kozk05i2ko)" (zkoSiAkozk05iAko) (koSiAko)zkokoz
(Insertion of 1011011+6trivial relators),
....k 5i,k k 51" lk ..k s1'lkk t k dk Silk ..k Si,k zk kozo A 0 0 A- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 0
(Deletion of 2lwl+l relators of the form zk si·k zk 5i·k ,k si·k zk 5i·k zoJooJooJooJo
• (Sij e:: Lo)' zkotokozdkotoko)'
....kow-ltokodkoSilko··koSiAko·
(Deletion of 1wI+2 trivial relators),
1 -- - -- - --....kow- tokod(koSilkodk05ilko~)(dkoSilkod) ..(koSiAkodkoSiAkod)(dkoSiAkod) .
(Insertion of 511011trivial relators),
....k w-1t k ddk Silk d ..dk s1·,kd00000 0 A 0
relators of the form k si·k dk 5i·k d (si' e:: Lo))'oJooJo J
-..k 101-\wk d.o 0 0
(Deletion of 11011
(Deletion of 211011trivial relators).
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Hence (5) can be carried out within zllwl+9 steps.
- -1 - -1 -1- -1
ad (6), kow towko -+ (kow towkow tow) (w tow)
(Insertion of zlw I+1 trivial relators).
- -1 -1- 'h'lk(4Iwl+4)1Hence kow towkow tow can be derived to e in <S6;~~> W1t m 6 x ,
steps, and so (k w-1t wk w-1£ 1'1)(w-1t w) -+w-1t 1'1in <~;M> within at most
4 I I+4 0 0 0 0 0 0 411'1I+4Ik6(x 1'1 ) I steps. Hence (6) doesn't need more than Ik6(x ) j+Zlwl+l
steps altogether.
ad (7), zlwl+z trivial relators are deleted.
Taken altogether, there is a derivation from 1'1'in <~;M> of length not ex-
ceeding Zlk6(x4Iwl+4) 1+3IwIZ+4Zlwl+Zl. Define
k ' (1'1)_ vk(vk'(k6Ux(w
8) ,k6Ux(w
8)) ,VK(VK(w,w) ,x66)).
Then k ' E En(f'), k ' is nondecreasing, for all u,v e:~*(lk'(u)I+lk'(v)1 ~
[k ' (uv) I) and for every w' E L~ there is a derivation from 1'1' in <~;M> of length
bounded by Ik'(w') I,
*b) Let w e:~ with Iwlz = 0 and w H e, and so w H e. According to the proof
of Proposition 1.6 (a), w can be derived to e in H1 in the following way:
1'1Dlw' ~ 1T (W')1T '(w') ~1T '(1'1')~ e1n Ho ~6 ~o In D6 ~o In G'
(d-pinches are pinched out in H1, in step (1))
This derivation can be simulated in <~;M>:
ad (1), d-pinches are pinched out in the following way:
d-).Jud).J-+ (jPu(w (u))-Iw (u)d).J).J ).J
(Insertion of Iw).J(u)I trivial relators),
-+ (j).Ju1uZwj.J(u)d).J
Z -1~Withi~ 3(lul+lw).J(~11) steps u(wj.J(u)) can be transformed into u1uZ where
ul E ~6 and Uz e:: ~o ) ,
-+ Ci).JuZw).J(u) d).J
-1(u(w).J(u)) He, and so u1 D6e and "z G' e. But then u1 can be derived to e in
<S6;~~> within at most Ik6(u,) I steps),
-+ Ci).Jw(u)d).J).J
(In ~IZ's' is substituted by s', a.Jd~' is substituted by s': s'-+s's's'-+s',
aid 5 -+s'5 '5' -+ s'. Let Uz be the result of these substitutions. Then liz can
be derived from Uz within at most Zluzl steps. Since e G'Uz G'uZ' Uz e:L~,
w1d because of (a), Uz can be derived to e in <~;M> within no more than
Ik'(uz)1 steps),
(7Iw~(u) I steps of the form: Insertion of trivial relators, deletion of trivial
relators, and deletion of ad-relator).
Let A1 = <ss' ,kosko (s E LO) , to,ko toko>H ' B1 = <s,k sk (s EL ), t ,k t >H'o 00 0 00000
and s' and -9 denote fmction realizing the Lsorrorphi sms A ->- B and B1 ->- A re-1 1 l'
spectively. According to [Av-Madl] Lemma1.4, p.187, there are constants c >,. 1
and d ? Z sas t.i sfv'ing IWA1(w) I, IWB(w) I, I':few) I, 1-9(w)I ~ clwl
d. Hence for_ 1
pinching out the d-pinch d~ud~ one doesn't need more than
8cluld+3(C+l)ZluIZd+lk6(x(C+l) luld) I+Z(c+l) luld+lk' (x(c+l) lul
d
) I
~ 13(c+l)ZluIZd+ k6(x(C+l) lul
d) 1+lk' (x(c+l) luld) I
steps in <1I;M>.Let w~ be the word formed from w by pinching out i d-prnches .
Then by the proof of Prop. 1. 6 (a), .
Iw~1 ~ (c+l)dZi-llwldl.
Therefore every d-pinch a~ud~ pinched out at (1) is bounded by
Iwl Iwl
lui ~ (c+l)d Iwld
Hence there is a fmction k; E En(N) bounding the number of steps needed for
carrying out (1), since n >,. 3. Of course w ' satisfies Iw'l ~ ((c+1) Iwi)dlwl.
ad (Z), by using the commutation relators of Ho and sone trivial relators,
w' can be transformed into TIS (w')TIL'(w'), within at most 31w'IZ steps. Sothis
-6 -0 ,
transformation can be bounded by a function kZ E En(N) .
ad (3), there is a derivation from ')[S6(w') in <S6;~'\s> consisting of no more
than ik60')[~6(w') I ~ Ik6(xlw' I) I steps, ~d so there is a fU1ction k~ E En(N)
bounding this derivation.
ad (4), within. at most ZITIL'(w') I steps ead1 S' and each i' contained in
-0
TIL'(w') can be substituted by ~' or s', respectively. In this way TIL'(w') is
-0 , -0
transformed into a word W E L which can be derived to e in <lI;M>within at
most Ik' (x1wl) I ~ Ik' (xlw' I) 10steps because of (a). Hence (4) is bounded by a
function k~ E En(N), too.
So there is a fmction k E E (N) bomding the derivations from w to e in* n _
<6;M> for all w E te satisfying Iwlz = 0 and w H e.
c) Let WE: 1/' with Iwlz > 0 and w He, and so w HZ e. According to the
proof of Prop. 1.6 (a), w can be derived to e in HZ as follows:
w i.!1. w' ~eIn Hl
(z-pinches are pinched out in HZ' in steps (1)).
This derivation can be simulated in <6;M>:
ad (1), z-pinches are pinched out in the following way
z~uz~ ->- Z:flu(w(u))-lw (uj z!'
fl fl
(Insertation of 1",1~(u)I trivial relators),
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-+ Zllw (u)Zll
II
(u(w «»:' H= e and lu(w (u))-11 = O. Hence u(w,,(u))-l can be derived to e inII 1 _ II z ,..
<6;M>within at most k(lul+lw (u) I) steps because of (b) ),
II
-+ 'j'll(u)
(8Iwll(u) I steps of the form: insertion 0£ ~rivial relators, deletion of a z-re-
lator, and deletion of trivial relators). Let
A2 = <s,kosko(sELo),to,kotoko>Hl' B2 = <s,koSko(se:Lo),tod,kotokod>Hl'
and 'P and 'f denote functions realizing the isomorphisms A2 -+ B2 and B2 .... A2,
respectively. Because of [Av-Madl] Lermna 1.5, p.187, there are constants a,S >,.2
satisfying:
IWA(w) I, Iws (w) I, I~(w) I, l'f(w) I ~ alwlS.2 2
Hence for pinching out the z-pinch zlluzll one only needs alu!S+k((a+l) luiS) +
8aluiS = 9aluIS+k((a+l) luiS) steps.
Let w' denote the word formed from w by pinching out i z-p inche s . By the
1 ,2i -1 i -
proof of Prop. 1.6 (1), Iw·1 ~ (a+1)S IwIS. Hence any z -p inch zlluzll pinched
out at (1) satisfies lui /((a+l) Iwl)slwl, and therefore the nunoe r of steps
"necessary to realize (1) can be bounded by a function k1 e:: En(N). Furthermore
Iw' I ::: (( a+1) Iwi) B Iwi.
ad (2), Iw'lz = a and e H w H w'. Hence, because of (b), w' can be derived
to e in <6;M>within at most K( Iw' I) steps and so, there is a function k~E~(l\)
*bOlmding the derivations of all words w E ~ with w H e in <6;M>.
Therefore <6;M> is En-d.b ,
2.2. COROLLARY.Every countable group G having an En-decidable word prob-
lem for some n ~ 3 can be embedded into a f. p. group H possessing a finite En-
d.b. presentation.
Ptwo 6. Every countable group G having an En-decidable word problem for sone
n ~. 2 can be embedded into a f.g. group G1 having an En-decidable word problem
too C[Ott ] Thm. 12. 1, p. 11 7) .
3.F.P. En-DERIVATION BOUNDED GROUPS AND THE WORD PROBLEM.
For finite En-d.b. presentations of groups there is a standard natural al-
gori thm for solving the word problem. But of what degree of complexity is this
algori thm, and how is this degree of complexity related to the selected finite
presentation?
3.1. THEOREM. Let H = <L;L> be f.p. and En-d.b. for some n ~3. Then the
standard natural algorithm for <L;L>, as it is described in the introduction,
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is an En-a~gorithm. In part-icul-ar the word problem for <L;L> is En-deaidable.
PfLoo6· Let L = {s1, .. ,sm}' L = {w" .• ,W.t}SL*, and ke: En(~) be an Eribmmd
for <L; L>. Without loss of generality m ? 3 may be assumed, for otherwi se aux-
iliary generators and defining relators can be added.
*T f w e: ~ with w He, then there is a derivation from w in <L; L> of length
not exceeding Ik (w) I. During each step of this derivation a word u e: ReI =
L UL-, U {S5 ,5S Is e: L} is inserted or deleted. L contains .e, and L contains m
eIenent s only. Hence there are only 2(.t+m) possible choices for u. Define A as
the length of the longest possible word u. Then every word v found in that
bounded derivation from w satisfies Ivi " [w] +r~l'k(w) I, where rlll denotes the
least natural number greater than or equal to u , because in order to derive a
word of greater length from w more than ~Ik(w) I steps are necessary, but then
in order tv derive this word to e more than ~Ik(w) I steps are needed, again
contradicting the fact that the derivation from w is bounded by Ik(w) I. De fine
A
llw= Iwl+rz'·lk(w)l.
A step of a derivation can be encoded as a triple (i"i2,i3) of natural
nunne rs such that i, e: {D,l}, i2 e: {',2, ... ,2(.e.+m)}, and i3 e:{D,',2, .. ,llwL
Here i1 = D stands for "insertion", i, = , for "deletion" of the relator with
the nunher i2 at the position described by i3. Hence there are vw = 2~2' (.t+m)·
(u +1) different steps which can be chosen in a derivation of w. Therefore
th:re are not more than (v ) Ik(w) I possible derivations from w of length Ik(w)l.
m
In order to decide w He, it is sufficient to apply these derivations one after
another to w, and to test whether one of these derivations produces e. refine
flee) = e, f2(e) = s" flews) = f2(w), f2(ws) = vk(f,(w) ,s,) then f"f2 e:
E,(~), satisfying lvl Iwl+l'r~, r~,
f, (w) = s, , f2(w) = s1
Let ML(w) = vk(Us,(w) ,VK(Us,ok(w),f,(sA,))) where A = max lui, Then
ue::Rel
,ML e: Enen and [w] +r~"lk(w) I ].J
( )
_ _ w
MLw = s, = s,
Each step in a derivation is described by a triple
(i1,i2,i3) e: {D, ,}x{',2, .. ,2(.t+m)}x{D, " .. ,].Jw}' and so it can be encoded
as a w<;>rdover E, narrel y as
i,+' i2 i3+'
s, s2 s3
which is a word of length not exceeding 2+2(.t+m)+].Jw+'= 2(.t+m)+3+lwl+r},.Ik(w)I.
Hence a derivation of w can be described by a word of length at most
Let
(2 (.t+m)+3+lwl+r}"lk(w) IHk(w) I·
LDA(w)= VK(vk(s~(.t+m)+3,!v1L(w)),k(w))
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then LOA ~ E (L) satisfyingn - A(2({+m)+3+lwl+fZl'lk(w) I)'/k(w) I
LDA(w) == s
1
In order to decide whether w H e is valid or not one only has to check whether
there is a word u of length at most ILDA(w)I describing a derivation from w to
e in <L;L>. Now a T~Ying Machine M will be defined to test for a-pair (w,u) L
(~*)2 whether u is the description of a derivation from w, by trying yo apply
u to w. In an initial part of u is the description of a derivation from w to e,
then M will halt with its output tape being empty, but if u doesn't meet this
condition, then M will print the letter "s," and halt.
Let M have two input tapes, one output tape, and four auxiliary t apes ,
1) w is the inscription of the first input tape, and u is the inscription
of the second one.
2) w is copied onto the first auxiliary tape, while u is copied onto the
second one. This can be done within 2jwl+2Iu/+3 steps. i ;e, amount of time
(A.t.) = 2Iwl+2Iul+3.
3) The elements of the set ReI are printed onto the third auxiliary tape
separated by a "b'", respectively.
A. t , ~ 2 (A+1) ·2·({+m) ~ 8A({+m).
4) If u starts with a letter s t sl' then outputs sl and halts. A.t. 3.
If u starts with s t , then mind "insertion". A.t. = 3.
If u starts with s~, then mind "deletion". A.t. = 4.
If u starts with st for an i > 2, then-outputs s1 and halts. A.t. 4.
A2: ~H u'
t
starts with a letter s t 52' then outputs sl and halts. A. t. 2.
E u == 5~U' for some i L {1 ,2}.
If u'
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If u' starts with s~, then fori-1 tines Mputs the head of its third auxiliary
tape onto the next symbol "b" to the right of the actual position of the head.
After that this head performs one step to the right. A. t. ~ i(;\'+l)+l.
If M reads a "b" on its third auxiliary tape, then output s 1 and halts. A. t. = 2.
Otherwise, the head of A3 is pointing to the relator which shall be inserted or
deleted from w.
A2: ~I u" I~·
t
A3:~bb ...
t
If u" starts with aletter s t s3' then output sl and halts A.t. =
If u" starts with s~, then the ope rat.i.on R (i .e . make a step to the
executed on A1, j-1 times. A.t. = j.
If the head of A1 is nowpointing at a cell containing "b", and if IVI has to de-
lete the relator marked on A3, then M prints "sl" and halts. A.t. = 2.
If the head of A1 is pointing at a cell containing "b", if j ~ 2, and if M has
to insert the relator marked on A3, then M prints "sl" and halts. A.t. = 2.
Otherwise, the head of A1 is pointing at the first letter of w which shall be
erased or behind which the indicated relator shall be inserted.
for some i E {1, ... 2(f+m)}
2.
right) is
A1: w =. w'sw"
5) Insertion: The indicated relator is copied from A3 onto A4, subsequent-
ly w" is appended at the rigth end of this copy, and at last w" is erased from
Al , A.t.<:i;\.+JwJ+l.
If j = 1, then the inscription of A4 is copied onto A1, in the course of which
it is erased from A4. Otherwi se the inscription of A4 is appended to the inscrip-
tion of A1 (w's), at which it is erased from A4. TIle head of A1 is put onto the
fi'rst "b" to the left of the inscription of A1.
A.t. <; IwJ+2(Jwl+;\.+1)+lwl+A+1 4Iwl+3;\'+3.
A1:
A2: ~Lb_._ ..__
t
u" _ s~u
A3: .. b
t
A4: ~Lb_._. _
t
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Deletion. The indicated relator is compared to the subword of w, begin-
ning at the position the head of A1 is pointing at. By doing so, the subword
of w is erased. If this subword of w and the indicated relator do nos coincide,
then Mprints "s,.. and halts. Otherwise an initial part or 'an internal segnent
of w has been erased. In the first case the head of A1 perfonns .one step to the
le ft, in the se cond case M appends the remained end of w to the remained initial
part by using the tape A4 as scratch paper. At last Mputs the head of A1 onto
the first "b" to the left of the inscription of A1. A.t. ~ A+2Iwl+A+2+2Iwl+1=
4Iwl+2A+3.
A1:~
t
A2: ~b ...
t
w :: w'w w"
1\3: .. b
A4: ~b ..
t'------
6) The head of tape A3 returns to the left,
A. t. ~ (>-+1)·2·(1+m)+2 ~ 4A(1+m)+2.
If the inscription of tape A1 is e, then ~1halts because e has been derived
from v«, Otherwise ~1continues with step (4).
II. t. ~ 2.
Of course ~Ieventually halts satisfying fM(w,u) := e iff an initial part of u is
dcsc r ib ing a derivation from w. Altogether Mhas the following amount of time.
TM(I"u) :;: 21w1+21u] +3+8A(l+m) +lui' {4+ Iu] (>-+1)+1+2+Iu] +2+
5 ( I" I+AIu I) +4A+4+4A(l+m) +2+2}.
(In the course of the computation" may grow, but it cannot become larger than
II, I + lui)
= 2Iwl+2Iul+3+8A(l+m)+lul'{5Iwl+(6A+2) lul+4A(l+m+1)+17}.
But A,l,m are constants, and so fM EE2(~) because of [Weih] Kap. 4.3, Satz 2.
NOI' we have :
""I c iff 3U E ~* (lui ~ LDA(w)1 and f~l(w,u) _ e)
iff 3u ~ vk(LDA(w),s1) (fMlw,u) := e).
But as n ). 3, En(~) is closed under bounded quantification and therefore w H e
is En-decidable by the standard n. a. implemented above. Hence, WPHE En(~)'
lS3
Next we prove that En-derivation boundedness is an invariant of finite pres-
entations.
3.Z. THEOREM. Let H = <l:;L> be f.p. and En-d.b. for some n ~ 1. Then every
finite presentation for H is En-d.b., too.
P/too6. Let be l:,L, and k as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and let <lI;~l>,
*II = {tl, .. ,tr}, M = {u1, .. ,us} '= ~ , be another finite presentation for H.
Then, for all s . E l: there is v . ElI+ such that s . and v· define the S3Jfe ele-l l - l l
nent of the group H. Ie fine fee) = e, f(wsi) = vk(f(w) ,vt). Then for all w E~*,
w and few) define the S3Jre element of the group H, and there is a constant
c1 > 0 such that If(w) I ~ c1'lwl.
+vt
J
. E lI13 Xj E ~ , t . and x . define the same element of H. /·10 re over ,
_ ).! _ J ).!J * .
gee} = e, g(wtj) = vk(g(w) ,xj). Then for all w E ~ , w and g(w) deflne the S3Jre
e Iemerrt of H, and there is a constant Cz > 0 such that Ig(w) I ~ cz' [w I.
l:* .i:=:=::=~::====::" lI*-~:/-
Then Sew) H (Xog(w) H SOfog(w), and so w H fog(w). Also Ifog(w) I ~ c1Ig(w) I ~
c1'cz'jwl. Especially tjCfog(tj))-l He. Hence for each tj E~ there is a
derivation from t~(fog(t.))-l to e in <lI;M> of Iength J' .. If c3 = max l.t IJ J J ,11 J ,11
j = 1, ... ,r,).! E {±1}}, then fog(t.) can be derived from t~ in <lI;M>within at
J J
most c4 = c3+1 steps by the following sequence:
t~ r t~t~ (fog(tll)) -1 ~ (fog(t~)) -1 = fog(t~).
J 3 JJ J I J J
Hence every wordw E~* can be derived to fog(w) within c41wl steps.
For every u E ReI, f( u) He, and therefore there is a derivation from f( u)
to e in <lI;M> of length .e.~. If Cs = maxU~luE ReI}, then feu) can be derived
to e in <lI;M>within no more than cs steps. Let w E ~* with w H e, then g(w)
Ii e , too. Hence there is a derivation from g(w) to e in <l:;L> of length not
exceeding [kog(w) I ~ Ik(s~zjwl) I :
g(w) = Uo ~ u1 ~ .. ~ e.
But then
fog(w) = g(uo) -- f(u1) ~ ... ~ fee) = eCs 5 5
in <lI;M>, i.e. there is a derivation from fog(w) to e in <lI;M> of length not
exceeding c5Ik(s~Zlwl) I. Noww can be derived to e in <lI;M> in the following
manner:
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Of course there is an En-function bounding this derivation. Hence <L:; M> is
En-d.b.
The last theorem ShOh'Sthat the property of being En-dJb, does not depend
on the chosen finite presentation. It merely depends on the group. Hence a f.p.
group is ca t l ed En-d.b. if one, and therewith each, of its finite presentations
is En-d.b. A conclusion of the proof of the last theorem is the fact that even
every f.g. presentation of a f.p. E -d.b. group is E -d.b , But of course each
n n *
f.p. En-d.b. group has a f.g. Eo-d.b. presentation, i.e. <L:;{we: ~ [w G e l > for
example. The re fo re the property of being En-d.b. does depend on the chosen f.g.
presentation of a group.
It remains to answer the question wheter for f .p , En-d.b. groups with n >-- 3
an optimal n.a , exists. The following theorem gives an answer in the negative
sense.
3. 3. nIEORE~1. For every n ~ 4 there is a f.p. group G5 = <55;L5> such that
the word problem for G5 is E3-decidable, but <55;L5> is only En-> but not
En_I-d.b. Especially there is no finite E3-d.b. presentation for G5.
PJtoo(\. Let n ~ 4. 111ef.p. group G5will now be constructed in the S3m2man-
ner ;:ISthe group D5 has been constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Only the
undcr'Ly ing Turing Machine will be modified. Let 5' = {sl,s2,s3} and L = 5'*,
;llld let T = (5' ,QT,qo'S) be a single tape machine acting as follows. For every
\'1 E 5'*, starting at q w, T computes A (w,w) where A e: E (5') denotes theo 'h n n
n-th Ackermann function over 5' ([Weih]). After that T enters the accepting
state qa ;llld halts. For carrying out this computation T has to execute more
than I ~ (w ,w) I steps. On the other hand, T can be chosen in such a way that
there exists a function g E En(5') which bounds the time, i.e. the number of
s reps T needs for its computation ([Weih] Kap.4.4, Satz 1).
NowT can be modified to get T = (5,Q-r,qo'S), where S is a finite alphabet
cout.ai.ning 5' such that there is a function kt e: En(5 UQ.=r) satisfying.
\lu,ve: 5*\lqj E Q-r' starting at the configuration uqjv, T halts in the
accepting st;:Ite qa within at most Ikr(uqjv) I steps.
This modif icat i.on is done in the S3m2way as the one used in the proof of theo-
rem 2.1, wi th the only exception that the non-accepting state q_ is omitted,
i.e. instead of entering q_, T enters the accepting state qa' 5ince for every
Iv e: 5' ', starting at qolv, T halts in the state qa' T also halts in the state
q , starting at any configuration uq.v. The execution time of T is bomded bya J_
the function g e: En(5'). Hence there is a function kt e: En(5 UQT) satisfying
the condition fo rmrl ated above. Of course, starting at qow, T has to carry out
more than 11\(w,I") I steps for avery Iv e: 5'*, too.
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CLAIM. Let S = S U[h l , Q = QTU{q} and 6 = (S UQ;1T), where 1T= {FiqilGl =
1\%2Kilqil,qi2 E Q,Fi,Gi,Hi,Ki e:: S*, i = 1, ... ,N} is the semigroup construct-
ed from T according to [Av-Madl],p.B9. Then the following three conditions are
satisfied:
(1) lIu,v e::S*lIqj e::Q (uqjv ~ q <=> uqjv := q or u := hu', v := v'h, with u' ,v' e::S*
and qj i- q~.
(2) \/w e:: S"lIqj e::Q (uqjv ~ q -+ 3 derivation from uqjv to q in 6, of length not
exceeding 2Ikr(uqjv) 1+luqjvl).
(3) \/w e::5'* (hqowh ~ q, but there is no derivation from h~wh to gin 6 of
length < IAn(w,w) I),
Pita a 6.
ad (1) """>". Let uq.v ~ q ,
_* J
for some u', V' E S .
-*"_". Let u',v' ES ,q, e::QT-' Then u'q.v' *Tq, and so hu'q.v'h ~ hq h '6 q.J J a J L\ a
ad (2) This can be proved in exactly the same way as the corresponding
statement in the proof of Theorem 2.1 was proved. Hence there is a function
*k6 e::En(S UQ) which bounds the derivations from w e::(S UQ) to q in 6 if w Z q.
ad (3) 6 simulates T, step by step. But starting at qow, T has to execute
more than !An(w,w) I steps before reaching qa' Therefore 6 has a carry out more
than IAn(w,w) I steps to reach q, too, when started at hqowh.
Nowa Britton tower of groups is constructed:
Go <x,0>, So = {x},
Gl <Ga,S;sxs = x
2(se:: S», 51 = 50U5,
G2 <Gl,Q;0>, S2 = s, UQ,
G3 <G2 R·r·f;·ql'·lG.r. = H·qi2k.,r.sxr. sx(s e:: S,l<i<N», S3 = S2UR,"11 11 1 III
G4 <G3,t;txt x, t r t = 1'(1' e::R2», S4 = 53U{t},
G5 <G4,k;kak a(a e:: {x,qtq} UR», 55 = 54 U{k}, Rx = RU{x},
Of course Go,Gl, ... ,G5 are f'.p . Furthermore they satisfy c[Av-Madl]):
. (a) For i = 1, .. ,4, Gi is an HNN-extension of Gi-l, there is a reduction
function f, E: E3(S.) for G, and the word problem for G· is E3-decidable.1 -1 l' 1
(6) There is a function g e::E3(03) satisfying:
* *- IIw E: 03 (g(w) G \M for some u c B) ,
* 3 d here f *If w E: 03 is R-reduce , t IS no u E: 8x such that there is a R-pinch in
ug(w) . just on the border u - g(w).
* *- If w e::0; is R-reduced, and if g(w) := ur~v where u e::02' v E: 03' then w has
*the form u'rtv for some u' E: 03'
(y) O~r 0; define the predi cate : P~~)_t> 3wl ,w2 E: B: (wluw2 G3 q).
- If u E: 03 is reduced and v := g((g(u)) ) ,then:
- *-P(u) fff ve:: 02 and P(v).
* is the result of deleting all x and ii: symbols- If v e::02 is reduced and v'
of v, then:
but Uqjv i- q, Then qj i- q, u := hu' and v := v'h
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P(v) iff 3X,Y e:: s", q. e::Q (v' = XqY and P(Xq.y)).* _ I J J
- VX,ye:: S , q. e:: Q (P(Xq.T) iff Xq.Y ~ q).
J J J is
Assertion. P e::E3(?3) .
*P~oo6. Let u' e:: ?3' Then u = f3(u') satisfies u' G u, and so P(u') iff- -1 -1 - 3 *-P(u). Let v = g((g(u)) ) . Then because of (y), P(u) iff v E:§Z and P(v),
*since u is reduced. Let v = fZ(v), and v' = TTSUQ(V), IfvE: ?Z' then the fol-
lowing is true because of (y): - -
P(v) iff 3X,Ye:: s*, qj e:: Q (v' = Xqjy and P(xqjy)).
Altogether we have thus:
- - *-F(u') iff P(u) iff ve:: §Z and P(v)
iff ve:: §; and 3X,Y e:: s" ,q. e:: Q (v' = Xq.Y and P(Xq.Y))
. * *J _J J
Iff ve:: §z and 3X,Y E: S ,qj E: Q (v' = Xq/ and xq/ K q) .
But u,v,v, and v', and therewith also Xq.Y, are E3-computable from u'. XqJ'YKq_ J
is E1-decid3ble because of (1). Hence P e::E3(§3)'
'if ):t1 lJm *
NOI" let u E "4 be such that f4(u) = uot u1··t urn' ui E: §3' lJi E: {z l },
According to the proof of [Av-Mad] Lemma4.9, p. lOZ, the following assertion is
satisfied:
m-1
u E <x,ijtq,R>C iff u u1 .. u E <x,R>G and II h(u u1oou.)-1).4 0 m 3 i=O 0 1
But <x,loG_ is E3-decidable because of the proof of [Av-Madl] Lemma 4.6, p.100 .
.)
lienee <x,qtq,R>G is E3-decidable and so GS is an E3-adrnissible HNN-extension4
of G4. lienee IVPGSe::E3(?S) .
According to [Ott] §lS, pp.156-173, the presentation <S5;L5> of G5 is En-
d.b.
\10\" let w e: S'*, then q w ~T··qa"; so q w 7: .. q .. , and therefore hq wh~q.
110 0 Tao u
kilw- (j hthq whk (; hw- q ht.hq wh according to [Rot] Lerruna1Z.13, p.ZZ9. There-
o 0 '5 0 0 __ _1_ - - -1 _ __
fore, there is 3 derivation from khw qohthqowhkhw qohthqowh to e in <SS;L5>·
!Juring this derivation k and k must be eliminated by using relators of the form
- -1 - - -1- -
kak a (:1 e: {x .qt.q l UR). But for that, hw qohthqowh must be rewritten into a
~ ({ - })* - - lJ1 - lJ1 {} hworu u e:: x,gtq UR . Let u = uoqt qu1 .. qt qu1, u E: 13x' lJi E: ±1 be suc
tha t - - 1- - . _ _ - lJ1 - lJ1
hw g ht hq wh C- u = u qt qu1· .qt qu1.004 0
hw-1Ciahthqol"h is t-reduced in G4. Hence there is an i E: {1, ... ,:e.} such that
u = u qtlJlqu1··qtlJ:e.uo G= u .. u. 1qtqu.u·+1··uo G= Yf(u .. u· l)qtqYf(u ... u:e.),o ~ 4 0 1-. 1 1 _ ~1_4 _ 0 1- _ 1
where Yf denotes the free reductlOn. Then hw qohthqowh ~ u (;4 v1qtqvZ with
(
- -1- - j-- 1
v1 = Yf(uo"ui-1) and Vz = Yf ui .. u:e.)' So, hw qohthqowhvz qtqv, (;4 e. Hence
* . - -1- - -1--1'3x freely reduced WIth hqowhvz q (;3 v3· But v3 hqowhvZ (;3 q
* I -1 I I -11'3x freely reduced. So v3 R = Vz R' According to the proof
there is a v3 e:
. -1 - 1
WIth V3 ' Vz e:::
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of [Rot] Lemma'z.'8, p.304, TIR(v;') describes a derivation from hqowh to q in
~. Because of (3) such a derivation contains more than IAn(w,w)I steps. This
means Iv;'IR > 11\(w,w) I, and therefore 11\(w,w) I ~ Iv;'IR ~ Iv;'1 .;:: lu, .. u,1 ~
lui - 3. Therefore, a word of length Zlwl+7, namely hw-'Ciahthqowh, is substi-
tuted by a word of length> 11\(w,w) 1+3, namely u.
Let a = max {Iyl: ye:: LSULS' U{ss,ssls e:: SS}}' Then in order to construct
a word of length> 11\(w,w) 1+4 from a word of length 2Iwl+7, at least
r~IAn(W,w)I-Zlwl-3)1 steps are necessary. Hence a derivation from
hw-'qohthqowh to a word u e:: ({x,gtq) UR)* needs. at leas r~( l-"n(w,w) I-Zlwl-3)1
steps. Therefore every derivation from khw-, g hthq whkhw-'qhihq wh to e in
, 0 0 tj 0
<SS;LS> needs at least r-(I~(w,w) I-Zlwl-3)1 steps, i.e. in order to derive aa ,
vo rd of length 3Iwl+'6 to e in <SS;LS> at least rtiCIAn(w,w) I-Zlwl-3)1 steps are
necessary .
Hence <SS;LS> is not En_,-d.b., which proves Theorem 3.3.
3.4. COROLLARY. For every n ) 4 there is a f.p. group having an E3-decid-
able word problem such that each finite presentation of this group is En-, but
not En_,-d. b.
PlLoo6. Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.Z.
3.5. COROLLARY. For every 4 <:; m < n there is a f.p. group such that the
word problem for this group is Em-, but not E~,-decidable> and each finite
presentation of this group is En-, but not En_,-d.b.
PlLoo6. Let G, = <L,;L,> be f.p. having an E3-decidable word proble~ and
being En-, but not En_,-d.b. (3.3). Let H = <~;M>be f.g. having an Em-, but
not Em_,-decidable word problem. Then there is a group GZ = <LZ;LZ>which is
f.p. and Em-d.b. s.t. H4 GZ (Z.,). According to 3.', GZhas an Em-decidable
word problem. The word problem of GZ is not Em_,-decidable since the word prob-
leJP of H is not either. Hence GZ is not Em_,-d. b. because of 3.1. Let G= ~* GZ
= <L, ULZ;L, ,LZ>' Then G is f.p., the word problem for G is Em-, but not 11n-,-
decidable, and the given presentation of G, and therewith each finite presen-
tation of G, is En-, but not En_,-d.b. (1.5 a)).
'Ihis last corollary shows that even for f. p. groups the complexity 0 f a
n .a. for solving the word problem can be of an arbitrarily higher degree than
the complexity of the word problem itself.
3.6. REMARK. According to a remark in [Av-Madl], p.93, the word problem
of the g,roup GS constructed in the proof ot Theorem 3.3 is even EZ-decidable,
since the special word problem of the underlying semigroup ~ is E,-decidable
because of (1), p,155. Hence for every n > 3 there is a f.p. group having an
EZ-decidable word problem and being En-, but not En_1-d.b.
4. NATURAL En-ALGORITHMS FOR En-DECIDABLE GROUPS.
For f.p. groups the property of En-derivation-boundedness leads to a natu-
ral En-algori thm for solving the word problem of the group. If a presentation
has infinitely many relators we have infinitely many possibilities of inserting
a relator in each step of a derivation, but only a finite number of deletions
of a defining relator are possible, since only subwords are deleted. For non-
f.p. groups a stronger concept of derivation-boundedness is therefore needed
which guarantees the existence of a natural algorithm of the same complexity.
There are several different possible definitions of d. b. group presentations
for non-f .p. groups. We choose the following one, in which the allowed deriva-
tions are restricted.
4.1. DEFINITION. Let G = <L:;L> f.g. The presentation <L:;L> is strongly
En-derivation bo~mded (s. E -d.b.) if there is a function k E E (L:) such that* n n -
for any w G e in ~ , there is a derivation w =: Wo -+w1 -+.. -+w.e.=: e in <L:;L>
such that (i) .e.~ Ik (w) I, (i i) only trivial relators are inserted. Such a de-
ri vat ion is called a stY'Ongly En-bo~ded derivation.
4.Z. OBSERVATION. a) Let G = <L:;L> f.p. Then for all n > 1, <L:;L> is s.-
En-d.D. iff <L:;L> is En-d.D. (The insertion of a relator u can be simulated by
the insertion of uu1 by using trivial relators and the delection of u1. So the
length of the derivation is at most increased by the factor ji = (maxi lui: u e:
Ll + 1) .
b) Let n,p > 0, and g: = max{n,p,3L If G = <L:;L> is s.En-d.b. with Ls~+,
L -dcc idable , then there is a natural algorithm x E E (L:) for the word problemp q -
of <L:;L>, i.e.
. {(wo,w1' .. ,IV.e.)
x(w) =:
# if Iv e e.
The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of 'Theorem 3.1. The only
once is that only strongly En-bounded de r ivat ions are considered.
c) '111eproperty of being stron~ly En-d,b. is dependent on the chosen
entation of the group. Let n :) Z, 6 = {ai Ii> l l, and
i . f'n+1(i,i) .
G = <6;a1(1 :) 1) ,aia1 (1 :) Z»,
where An+1 is the n+1st Ackermann-function ([Rit]~f.1.1, p.10Z8).
if w G e, and w =: Wo -+w1 -+... -+w.e.=: e is a strongly
En-bowlded derivation from w to e in <L:;L>.
differ-
pres-
*For all w e::~ , w G e, i.e. G ::::<e>, and so WPGe::E1(~). Let F <b,c;0> and
K = F*G ::::F. Then \\IPj( e:: E1(~ U{b.cl). Finally let
H <K,t; tbncbncbncbnt = bncbna cbncbn: n ~ 1>
n
- <b , c, t ; (SCbtbcbcbcbtbcbc) i (i > 1) ,SicSitbicbicbicbitSicSic(Dcbtbcbcbcb
tSc&c)An+1(i,i): i > 2>
=: <L;Ln+1>
::::<L;tbicbicbicbitSicSic&ic&i: i ~ 1> =: <L;L'>.
Then <L;L'> is s.E2-d.b. and <L;Ln+1> is s.En+1-d.b. but not s.En-d.b.
Since there are f.p. groups with E3-decidable word problem for which no
finite presentation allows a natural E3-algoritlm(the group GS = <5S;LS> in 3.3
has this property), we ask whether there is an infinit~ strongly E3-d.b. pres-
entation for this group, and further on whether this is the case for all En-de-
cidable f.g. groups.
For the group GSwe get that the presentation
<5S;Ls,i(ty-1q/-1htE!iiCqjYhk!1y-1qjX-1hiE!iXqjYh: E e:: {:i:1},X,Ye:: $*, qj e::Q-{q}>.
has an E1-decidable set of defining relators, and that it is in fact s.E3-d.b.
So a natural E3-algorithm exists for this special presentation. Wewant to prove
that such easy presentation can be constructed for all En-decidable f.g. groups
(n >-- 3). Therefore we need the following technical lemma, which is proved by
standard ne thods ,
*4.3. LEMMA. Let L with ILl> 1, te:: L, be a finite alphabet, and 0 f LC;;L
be E -decidable for some n > 3. Then there is a function g e::E1(L) such thatn .
(a) g({t1Ii > O}) = L.
(b) There exists a function ke:: En(L) satisfying:
* ,,'
\lWe::L (we: L-+3i~ Ik(w)l: g(t1) O'w),
i.e. L is enumerated by an E1-function g such 'that for each word wan index
c~ be calculated by an En-function.
4.4. THEOREM. Let G = <1:;L> be f.g. with En-decidable word problem fo~
some n > 3, and let t ¢L. Then G has a non-finite presentation <L,t;Lg> such
that
* .(1) Lg c;; (~ u {!}) is E1-dec1-dable.
(2) <L,t;Lg> is strongly En-d.b.
P~oon. Let L:={w e::~+Iw G e}. L is En-decidable in L*, and so L is En-de-
cidable in (LUt!})*. Because of Lemma4.3 there is a function ge:: E1(~U{!})
such that g( {ti Ii> O}) = L and there exists a function k E: En(~ U{!)} satis-
fying:
\/W EO (~U {!}) *(w e:: L -+ 3i ~ !k(w) I(g(ti) = w)).
Let L {t ,tig(ti): i > O}. Then
g
<L:,t;Lg> <L:,t;t,tig(t
i): i > 0> - <l:;g(ti): i > 0> <l:;L>
- <l:;L> = G,
and so <L:,t;L > is a f.g. presentation of G.g * .
a) Claim. Lg is E1-decidable in (~U {!})) . Wehave we:: Lg iff w - t or w= t1v
with v e::~+ and v = g(e).
b) Claim. <L:,t;L > is strongly E -d.b. Let w -G-e. Then we have the followingg n.
derivation, where w' e::~*: w r w' "2 t\v' 3 e.
ad 1, all tE which appear in ware deleted. This takes [wit ~ Iwl steps,
and w' = 'ITl:(w)satisfies Iw' I ~ Iwl and w' G e.
ad 2, if w' - e then we are ready. Let w' ~ e. Then w' e::L and because of
(b) there is an i ~ Ik(w') I with g(ti) = w'. Insertion of i trivial relators
tt ~ld deletion of i relators t result in tiw'. Here 2i ~ Zlk(w') I steps are
sufficient.
ad J, t~v' = tig(ti) e::Lg, and so tiw' can be deleted within one step. Thus
we hove a derivation of w to e in <L:,t;L > of length m ~ Iwl+2Ik(w') 1+1 in
g
which only trivial relators are inserted. Hence the presentation <E, t; Lg> is
s.Ln-d.b.
4.5. COROLLARY.Let G = <l:;L> be f.g. with En-decidable word problem for
some n ~ 3. Then there exists a f. g. presentation for G with an E,-deaidable
set of defining relators such that the word problem for this presentation can
be solved by a natural ~-algorithm.
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